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The basic motivation for this paper lies in the work, by various authors during the 
last few years, on what are now called Banach sheaves (Auspitz [l], Banaschewski 
[3,4], Burden [6], Burden-Mulvey [7], Mulvey [18]), and especially in the recog- 
nition, originally due to Mulvey [17], that these are essentially the Banach spaces in 
the topos of sheaves of sets on the topological space in question. 
From this point of view, it seemed worthwhile to pursue some of the questions 
which have been investigated for Banach sheaves in the case of Banach spaces in 
other kinds of topoi. That M-sets were chosen for this is based as much on personal 
preference as on the notion that they might appeal to a wider audience of functional 
analysts, but was specifically triggered off by a result of Lau [ 131 which says that the 
existence of one particular linear functional makes the Banach space of real numbers 
injective in a certain setting. An attempt to elucidate the underlying categorical 
features of this directly led to the work presented here. 
The paper begins with an examination of the notions of normed space and Banach 
space in the topos MEns of M-sets, for an arbitrary monoid M, which shows that 
these are essentially the same as normed, resp. Banach, spaces in the usual sense with 
an M-action by linear contractions. Then, injectivity in the resulting category MBan 
is characterized, generally, in terms of the relation between MBan and Ban given by 
some adjoint functors (Lemma 1, Proposition 2), and specifically for the scalar field K 
(either R or C) where it turns out to be equivalent to the existence of a right invariant 
mean for the monoid M (Proposition 3). Further, it is shown that every A E AdBan 
has an injective hull (Proposition .5), and this notion is illustrated by an explicit 
determination of the injective hull of the scalar field for a certain class of monoids 
which includes all finite ones (Proposition 6). After this, the setting is changed from 
M-sets to the Fraenkel-Mostowski topoi E(‘X) considered by Blass [5], where $32 is a 
normal filter of subgroups of a group G, the objects of E(n) are the H-sets, for some 
HE ‘37, in which each element is left fixed by some subgroup also belonging to ‘37, and 
the maps are chosen analogously. After some discussion of the notions of normed 
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space and Banach space in this setting, it is shown as an application of earlier results 
that there are again enough injective Banach spaces (Proposition 7). Also, for CR 
which have a basis consisting of normal subgroups, the injectivity of the scalar field is 
characterized, again in terms of the existence of certain invariant means (Proposition 
8). Following this, the relationship between the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the 
Ultrafilter Theorem in the topos E(S) is investigated. It is shown that the latter 
implies the former (Proposition 9) but that there are E(2) in which the Ultrafilter 
Theorem fails and yet the Hahn-Banach Theorem holds (Proposition lo), so that the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem is seen to be strictly weaker than the Ultrafilter Theorem the 
topoi for E( 9). This corresponds to the set-theoretical result of Pincus [ 191. Finally, 
some analogues of results in earlier sections are established for the case of a 
topological monoid M, with appropriate topological restrictions on the way M is to 
act. Here is where connection is made with the earlier mentioned result of Lau [13]. 
1. Normed spaces 
For any monoid M, an M-normed space will be a normed space A (over the scalar 
field K = R or C) together with an action a wsa (a E A, s EM) of M on A by linear 
contractions, subject to the usual rules that (st)a = s(fu) and eu = a for all a E A, s 
and t in M, and the unit e EM. Evidently, an M-normed space may then also be 
viewed as a functor from M into the category Norm of all normed spaces and linear 
contractions, or as a representation of M by endomorphisms of A in Norm. The 
relevant maps between M-normed spaces A and B are, of course, the linear 
M-contractions h :A + B, i.e. the linear contractions preserving the M-action in the 
sense that h (sx) = sh (x) for all x E A and s E M. The resulting category will be called 
MNorm. 
An M-normed space which is complete in its norm will be called an M-Banach 
space, and MBan will be the corresponding full subcategory of MNorm. 
It is obvious that certain constructions in Norm remain meaningful in MNorm. 
Thus, the action of M on an M-normed space extends to the completion of the 
underlying normed space, providing a completion in MNorm. Likewise, quotients in 
MNorm module closed subspaces table under the M-action are formed as quotients 
of the underlying normed spaces, equipped with the naturally induced M-action. 
There is another category associated with the monoid M and the notion of normed 
space, the category of normed spaces in the topos MEns of M-sets. 
To elucidate this concept, we recall first that an object of MEns is a set together 
with an M-action on it, and the maps of MEns are, apart from labelling domain and 
codomain, the set maps preserving the M-action. As a topos, MEhs may be used in 
place of the category Ens of sets for modelling the standard concepts of mathematics. 
In particular, the object of real (complex) numbers in MI& is given by the usual real 
(complex) number field K with the trivial action of M on K leaving all elements fixed; 
this results from the fact that (i) the corresponding assertion holds for the natural 
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number object of MEns, as follows directly from its definition, and (ii) the object of 
real (complex) numbers in MEns is constructed from the natural number object in 
the usual fashion. In view of this, we shall often omit distinguishing notationally 
between these objects in Ens and in MEns. 
Vector spaces (over K) in MEns are defined in the obvious fashion and turn out to 
be just the vector spaces in the usual sense together with linear M-actions. For the 
notion of norm we adopt the following definition, based on the proposal of Mulvey in 
the case of the topos of sheaves of sets on a topological space [18]: 
A norm on a vector space A in MEns is a subobject ( = M-subset) N of R’ X A (R’ 
the positive part of R) such that, for all x, y E A and a, P E R’: 
(Nl) ((Y, x) E N iff (p, x) E N for some /3 < cy in R’. 
(N2) (A, x) E N for some A E R’. 
(N3) ((u, x) E N and (p, y) E N implies (CV +/3, x + y) E N. 
(N4) ((Y, x) E N implies (]A Icy, Ax) EN for all A E R such that IA 1 E R’. 
(N5) x=Oiff (A,x)ENforallAER+. 
We note that these conditions should originally be understood in the sense of the 
standard interpretation of the language in the topos MEns (Johnstone [12], 5.4); 
however, in virtue of their particular form, it happens that they amount to the same 
whether interpreted that way or in the usual fashion in Ens, and hence we may view 
them in the latter sense. 
The relevant maps between normed spaces A and B in MEns, with norms Na and 
Ns respectively, are then the vector space maps h : A + B in MEns which preserve 
the norms in the sense that 
idn+xh:R+xA+R+xB 
maps NA into Nsr a vector space map in MEns being a linear map in the usual sense 
which preserves the M-action. We let NormAfEns be the resulting category. 
Concerning completeness, we observe that caution is required if one wants to 
define this in NormMEns by formal analogy with the usual definition in Norm 
involving Cauchy sequences: in MEns, a sequence in a normed space A has to be a 
map N + A in MEns, but since it4 acts trivially on N this only produces sequences (a,) 
in A of fixed points relative to the M-action -clearly a concept too restrictive to be of 
any use in this context. Avoiding any reference to whatever might converge in A, we 
call a normed space A in MEns complete, and A then a Banach space in kfEns, iff any 
dense embedding h: A + B in NormMEns is an isomorphism, where h is an 
embedding whenever (A, x) E NA iff (A, h(x)) E Ns and an embedding h: A + B is 
called dense iff, for each b E B and each E E R’, (E, b -h(u)) EN for some a E A. 
Obviously, the counterpart of this condition in Norm characterizes the Banach 
spaces so that it indeed defines an analogue of usual completeness. It has to be 
admitted, though, that this definition fails to provide a manageable criterion for when 
it holds since it refers to the entirety of all dense embeddings of a given normed space 
in MJhs rather than to some entities which are determined, say by some explicit 
construction, by the given normed space itself. Other approaches to the notion of 
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completeness, which avoid this problem but are formally more complicated, will be 
discussed at the end of this section. 
We note that (Nl)-(N5) axiomatizes the description of norms 1) *I( in the usual 
sense in terms of the set {(A, a)lh E R’, a E A, /alj<A}, and hence any N as above 
defines a norm 
IjaII = inf{A 1 (A, a) E N}; 
moreover, since N is an M-set we have that (A, a) EN implies (A, SU)E N and 
therefore j(su II 4 llull for all a E A and s E A4. 
Conversely, if 11 * II is a norm, in the usual sense, on A such that all UHSU are 
contractions then the set 
is an M-subset of R’ x A satisfying (Nl)-(NS), and the correspondences N-11 * II 
and II * 11-N are obviously inverse to each other. Moreover, it is clear that a map 
h: A + B in NormMEns is a linear contraction for the associated norms, and 
conversely. 
In all, this has proved 
Proposition 1. The normed spaces in MEns are essentially the M-normed spaces in 
Ens, and the given correspondence between them provides a category isomorphism 
between NormMEns and MNorm. 
Furthermore, the earlier remarks about completions and quotients in MNorm 
show that A E MNorm is complete iff any dense embedding A + B in MNorm is an 
isomorphism, and this together with the easily checked fact that the embeddings in 
MNorm and NormMEns correspond to each other shows: 
Corollary. The isomorphism between MNorm and NormMEns induces an iso- 
morphism between MBan and BanMEns. 
Remark 1. Instead of using (Nl)-(N5) for the definition of normed spaces in MEns, 
one might be tempted to employ the usual condition for norms as maps A + R’; 
however, since M acts trivially on R’ this would only provide norms II * /I such that 
lb II = II Il a w ic is unnecessarily restrictive. h’ h 
Remark 2. An equivalent definition of completeness, which is indeed based on the 
notion of convergence, is provided by the analogue of the usual Cauchy condition 
formulated internally in MJhs. For this, one might begin by introducing the M-set of 
Cauchy sequences in an A E NormMEns as the M-subset of the M-set AN “of maps 
from N to M”, N the M-set of natural numbers, defined by the following formula 
+(S)=(V& ~R+)(3m EN)(V~, 1 cN)(k, l~m)+(S(k)-S(Z), E)EN)) 
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expressing the Cauchy condition in terms of the variable of type AN. Explicitly, AN is 
the set of all M-set maps u: M xN-A with M-action (S(T) (t, n) = (T(u, n), and 4(S) 
singles out exactly those (+ for which the ordinary sequence (o(e, n))npN is Cauchy, 
the value of u “at n” being (~(e, n). Now, A is defined to be internally complete iff it 
satisfies the sentence 
(VS E A%(S) -, CL(S)) 
where the formula G(S) expresses the existence of a limit; in detail, this means each 
Cauchy sequence of the above type ((~(e, n)),&! converges in A. Finally, one 
observes that any ordinary Cauchy sequence (an),,&, occurs among these particular 
ones since the map CT: M x N+ A such that ~(3, n) = sa, belongs to the M-subset of 
AN determined by the formula d(S). It follows that A is internally complete iff its 
underlying normed space is complete, and hence internal completeness and 
completeness defined, as above, in terms of dense embeddings amount to the same. It 
should be added that there is a further internal notion of completeness, due to 
Mulvey [18], which is expressed in terms of Cauchy “approximations” rather than 
sequences, the M-set of these being a certain M-subset of RNxA where J2 is the 
subobject classifier of MEns, i.e. the M-set of left ideals with action L H{X 1 xs E L}. 
Essentially, the relation of these approximations to sequences is that of sequences of 
subsets to sequences of elements. Again, A is complete in the resulting sense iff its 
underlying normed space is complete. This last notion of completeness is the right 
one for normed spaces in the topos of sheaves on a topological space (Mulvey [18]) 
where it appears, in general, to be properly stronger than the notion based on 
sequences, but again coincides with completeness in terms of dense embeddings 
(Banaschewski [4]). 
2. Injectivity in MBan 
The Hahn-Banach Theorem says that K is injective in Ban relative to embeddings, 
i.e. for anyf: A + K and any embedding h: A + B in Ban there exists a g: B + K such 
that gh =f. We shall now turn to the status of this theorem in BankfEns, or, 
equivalently, in Man, as well as to the question of injectivity in MBan in general. 
As a basic tool in this context, we have the following three functors: 
U: MBan + Ban, the underlying Banach space functor which forgets the M- 
actions. 
S: Ban+ MBan, for which SE is the Banach space, with pointwise vector space 
structure and supremum norm, of all bounded functions on M with values in the 
Banach space E, with M-action u HSU where (su)(x) = u(xs), and any h: E + F in 
Ban is transformed into Sh: SE + SF acting by composition, i.e. Sh (u) = hu. 
T: Ban + MBan, for which TE is the Banach space, with pointwise vector space 
structure and sum norm [lull = 1 ]]u(s)]] (s EM), of all absolutely summable E-valued 
functions on M, with M-action such that (su)(x) = C u(x) (sz =x), and Th(u) = hu 
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for any h: E + F in Ban. Note that the M-action here may be described as su = 6, * u 
where * is the usual convolution product and 6, the function equal to 1 at s and 0 
elsewhere; since 6, * 6, = S,, this conveniently establishes that (s~)u = S(W). 
A useful feature of all these functors is that they preserve mbeddings. Moreover, 
they are related as follows: 
Lemma 1. T is left adjoint to U and U is left adjoint to S. 
Proof. For the first part, consider the maps 
MBan(TE, A)sBan(E, UA), 
h ~6; 
6(x) = h(x), x(e) =x and x(s) = 0 otherwise (e EM the unit); 
g-g, 
g(u)=Csg(u(s)) (SEW 
which are readily checked to map the way claimed, and to be natural in E and A. 
Further, for any h : TE + A and u E TE, 
h:(u)=~sl&4s))=Csh(u(s))=h(~su(s))=h(u), 
the last step since s_c, for any c E E, has value c at s and value 0 elsewhere so that, for 
any finite subset X of M, 
IIU -,&stil =~~xll~oll 
and therefore u = 1 sd. Similarly, one has for any g: E + UA and x E E, 
g’(x) = g(x) = c s&(s)) = g(x) 
since all summands for s # e are zero and x(e) = x. In all, this establishes the first 
adjointness. 
For the second part, consider the maps 
Ban( UA, E) SMBan(A, SE) 
h Hi, i(a)(s) = h(sa) 
g(a) = g(a)(e), g *g 
which are again easily seen to map as stated and to have the required naturality 
properties. Then, for any h : UA + E and a E UA, 
-.. _ 
h(a) = h(a)(e) = h(ea) = h(a), 
and, for any g:A-*SE and a CA, 
g(a)(s) = &a) = g(sa)(e) = Ma))(e) = g(a)(s), 
so that h;= h and 8 = g, proving the adjointness. 
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We note that the front adjunction A -+ SUA for the functors S and U assigns to 
each a E A the function a : s -sa on A4, and since 11~0 11~ [Ia II for all s, with equality for 
s = e, it follows that lldll= [lull, i.e. one has an embedding. 
Injectivity in MBan is now characterized by: 
Proposition 2. A E MBan is injective iff UA is injective in Ban and the adjunction 
A + SUA is left invertible. 
Proof. (+). If A is injective, then clearly the embedding A + SUA has a left 
inverse. Moreover, given an embedding h: E + F and an arbitrary f: E + UA, one 
obtains a commuting square 
7% 
TE-TF 
v I I B 
TUA -A e.4 
(cA the back adjunction) since Th is again an embedding, and hence the commuting 
diagramme 
h 
E-F 
with the front adjunctions TE and VF, so that (UgTF)h = ~EU(EAT~) = f, as desired. 
(e). The argument that U preserves injectivity also shows that S preserves 
injectivity since it hinges on the existence of an embedding preserving left adjoint. 
Hence, if UA is injective, then SUA is, and since a retract of an injective is injective 
the same then holds for A if the embedding A + SUA is left invertible. 
For a finite group G of order n, the above proposition can be strengthened in view 
of the fact that, for any A E GBan, the map SUA + A given by 
v+‘v(s) (sEG) 
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is a left inverse to the adjunction map A + SUA. Hence: 
Corollary. For u finite group G, A E GBan is injective iff IJA is injective in Ban. 
To apply Proposition 2 to the case A = K, we recall that a right invariant mean for 
the monoid M is a linear functional p on the Banach space C*M of all bounded 
K-valued functions on M, with M-action SU(X) = U(XS), such that @(SK) = 
p(u),~(l)= 1 for the constant function 1 with value 1, and cc(u)&0 for the 
real-valued u s 0 (Greenleaf [ll]). With this notion, we now have 
Proposition 3, K is injective in MBan iff M has a right invariant mean. 
Proof. Since UK = K and SUK = C*M, K is injective in MBan iff the adjunction 
K+ C*h4, which embeds K to the constant functions on IV, has a left inverse in 
MBan, by the previous proposition and the fact that K is injective in Ban. Now, any 
such left inverse 4: C*M+ K is in fact a right invariant mean, i.e. satisfies the 
additional condition that d(u)>0 for the real-valued u 30, by the following 
argument: To begin with, 4(,yA) 5 0 for the characteristic functions X,4 of the subsets 
A of M since 4(,&,)<0 would imply that d(xn)> 1 for the complement B of A 
(because 1 = XA +,yB and therefore 1 = 4(xA) +d(xe)) and hence the contradiction 
1 < d(,ys) s ]]xs]] S 1. Next, for any u 2 0, partition the interval [0, ]]u]]] by a0 = 0 < 
ai<* * - <a, = /lull such that LYE - cr- 1 s l/~, K any natural number; then, for v = 
C a,vi, vi the characteristic function of u-~([cY~_~, ai[), one has I/U - t’]] c l/~ SO that 
I4++4(~)l s I/ ~,andsince~(v)=~a~~(v,)SOitfollowsthat~(u)~O. 
Conversely, if M has a right invariant mean k, then the closed subspace A of C*M 
generated by all functions of the kind u - SU, u E C*M real valued and s E M, has the 
property that 1 s 111 - w]] for all w E A since Ill- WI] s 1 -E, E > 0, would imply E =S v 
for the real part v of w and hence the contradiction E s p(v) = 0. It follows that the 
map Kl +A + K given by p is a linear contraction, and the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
then provides an extension 4 : C*M + K in Ban which is a left inverse in MBan to the 
adjunction K --* C*M. 
There are well-known examples of both, monoids which do, and monoids which 
fail to, have a right invariant mean, e.g. finite groups (Haar measure!) and com- 
mutative monoids for the former case and right zero semigroups (.ry = y for all X, y) 
with unit adjoined for the latter (Greenleaf [ 111). A further class of monoids without 
right invariant mean is provided by the following 
Proposition 4. A monoid M which is the coproduct, M = A * B, of nontrivial monoids 
A and B has no right invariant mean unless both A and B are groups of order 2. 
Proof. We recall that the elements of A * B distinct from the unit have a unique 
normal factorization in which the factors alternate between elements from A and 
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from B and are distinct from the units of A and B. Then, for each b E B, let 
X, cA * B be the set of elements for which this factorization ends in. . . xb where 
x E A, X, for the unit e of B understood to be the set of those elements whose last 
factor, in this sense, belongs to A; further, let ub be the characteristic function on 
A * B of Xbr and u that of X = UXb (b # e). Then, for each a f e in A, aw(s) = 
w(s) = 0 whenever s E X, and hence aw s u,. Also, for any b # e in B, bu,(s) = 
u,(sb) = 1 iff sb E X,, which can only happen, for any s, if b has a left inverse. 
Consider, now, the case that there are elements b E B without left inverse. For any 
such b, bu, = 0, and if p is a right invariant mean for M, then 
and therefore pL( w) = p (~1,) = 0, a contradiction since w + u, = 1. On the other hand, 
if each element of B has a left inverse then B is a group and u6 = b-‘u, for each b E B. 
Now, suppose B has more than two elements and let 6, c E B be distinct from e. Then 
&,+uccw and~(~b)=~(u,)=~(u,)~~that2~(u,)~~(w)c~(rc,),hence~(u,)= 
0, and one has the same contradiction as before. 
Since the same argument applies to A instead of B, this leaves the case that both, A 
and B, are groups of order 2. Now, in this situation, A * B is also generated by the 
elements s = ub and a, where the subgroup H generated by s is normal because 
usu -I =asa =ba ES-’ and the quotient group modulo H is of order 2; thus H and 
A * B/H have right invariant means, and the same then follows for A * B (Green- 
leaf [ll]). 
Remark. Proposition 4 extends the result of Dixmier [9] that a coproduct of a family 
G, (a E I) of nontrivial finite cyclic groups has a right invariant mean iff either I is a 
singleton or I has two elements and the groups are both of order 2. 
3. Injective hulls in MBan 
Even in the absence of a right invariant mean, i.e. if the strict counterpart of the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem fails in Man, there still is an analogue of this theorem in 
virtue of the existence of injective hulls in A4Ban which we shall discuss next. 
To begin with, recall that (Banaschewski [2]) an embedding h : A + B in MBan is 
essential iff any map f: B -, C in MBan for which f/r is an embedding is itself an 
embedding, and an extension B 1 A is essential iff the natural embedding A + B is 
essential. An injecfiue hull is an injective essential extension. 
Proposition 5. Any A E MBan has an injective hull. 
Proof. This results from a straight-forward application of the corresponding proof 
for Ban (Garling [lo]). As in Ban, one first observes that any A E MBan has an 
embedding A -, C into an injective C E Man; if UA + B is an embedding into an 
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injective in Ban, then A + SUA + SB embeds A into SB which is injective in MBan 
by the proof of Proposition 2. Given this, the crucial point is to see that any 
embedding h : A --, B in MBan can be composed with some map g: B + C such that 
gh : A --, C is an essential embedding by taking the quotient, in MBan, of B modulo a 
seminorm p on B, minimal (in the pointwise partial order) such that p(sx) sp(x) s 
[Ix]] for all s EM and x E B and p(h(r)) = llz/l for all z E A. As in [lo], this implies, for 
any A E MBan, that any maximal essential extension of A inside a given injective 
extension C z A is a retract of C and therefore injective. 
The injective hull K of K in MBan is evidently the “optimal” codomain for 
extending a map A + K in MBan to every extension B 2 A. It should be noted, 
however, that K in MBan does not share with K in Ban the other fundamental 
property of being a cogenerator, i.e. not every A E MBan has an embedding into a 
power of K. This is already clear from the case of those non-trivial monoids M for 
which K = K since the M-action on any power of K is then trivial. On the other hand, 
one easily sees that C*M = SK is in fact an injective cogenerator in MBan: S(K’) ZE 
(SK)’ for any set 1, and any embedding UA + K’ in Ban therefore produces an 
embedding A + SUA -* (SK)‘. 
We illustrate Proposition 5 by describing the injective hull of K in MBan for those 
M which have finite minimal left ideals, and hence, in particular, for all finite M. To 
begin with, we note the following general principle for constructing essential 
extensions of K in any MBan: For any right M-set X, call s E M singular iff Xs is a 
singleton, and X singular iff X = lJ Xs (S E M singular), which means that all the 
constant maps of X into itself appear in the action of M on X. Then, let A be the 
Banach space of all bounded functions on X, with pointwise operations, sup-norm, 
and M-action (sf)(x) = f(xs). Also, let y: K -* A be the embedding to the constants. 
Now, consider any 4: A + B in MBan such that ~$y is an embedding. Then, for any 
singular s EM and any SEA, sf is constant and therefore ]]~(sf)]]=]]sfll, so that 
Ilsfl]~]]~(f)l]; further, since X is singular ]\fl] is the supremum of all these ]]sf]] and 
hence Ml s Ildf)lL i.e. 4 is an embedding. Therefore, K + A is an essential embed- 
ding. 
Any monoid M has a natural singular right M-set, given by its minimal left ideals, 
provided such exist in M: for any such L and any s EM, Ls is again a minimal left 
ideal, and if s E K for some minimal left ideal K, then Ls = K for all L. If L! is the 
resulting right M-set and K any particular one of its members, then u: M + 2, given 
by S-KS, is a right M-set map from M onto 2 which induces an embedding 
C*(Q) + C*(M), i.e. u H U(T, in MBan. 
We now assume that M hasfinitie minimal left ideals. This implies that all L E 2 are 
finite and have, in fact, the same number of elements, since M acts transitively on 2. 
Then, for any u E C*(M), let 
u’(L) = J- kL ,F, u(s) (L E 2). 
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Evidently, this defines a linear contraction map C*(M) + C*(Q) such that 
since KS = L for each s EL. Moreover, for any t E M and L E 1, 
(t&(L)=& c u(st)=$ 1 u(s)=C(Lt), 
SCL SELI 
the last step since OL = O(Lt). This shows u H u’ is a map in MBan, inverse to u H vu, 
thus C*(Q) is a retract of the injective C*(M), hence itself injective, and we therefore 
have: 
Proposition 6. For any monoid Mwithfinite minimal left ideals, the injectice hull of K 
in MBan is given by the embedding of K to the constants in the M-Banach space of all 
bounded functions on the right M-set of left ideals of M. 
As a consequence, one has the following result concerning the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem in Man. 
Corollary. For a monoid M with finite minimal left ideals, K is injective in M Ban iff M 
has only one minimal left ideal. 
Remark 1. By this corollary, a monoid M which has both, finite minimal left and 
right, ideals has a right invariant and a left invariant mean iff it has only one minimal 
left ideal and only one minimal right ideal; these then coincide and determine, by the 
above expression for c, the same functional, i.e. a left and right invariant mean. For 
finite M, these facts are due to Rosen [21]. 
Remark 2. For a monoid M to have a single infinite left ideal has no bearing on the 
injectivity of K in MBan: all infinite groups are monoids of this type, and all abelian 
groups have right invariant means whereas, say, the non-cyclic free groups are 
known to have not (Greenleaf [ll]; also our Proposition 4). 
Remark 3. Singular right M-sets also occur for monoids M which have no minimal 
left ideals, such as for M = A * B where A and B are non-trivial monoids and B is 
free: act A on its elements by right translation and each basis element of B as the 
constant map sending all elements of A to the unit. This determines a right M-set 
structure on the underlying set of A, clearly singular since all constant maps occur in 
the action. We do not know, however, whether this singular right M-set actually 
determines R for suitable such M. 
Remark 4. The (left) M-set of left ideals of M, with action J+(J: s) = 
{x 1 x E M, xs E J}, is the subobject classifier R of the topos MEns (Johnstone [ 12, p. 
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23]), and the latter is called de Morgan iff R satisfies the law (J) u (+) = A4 for all 
JER, where 1J is the largest left ideal of M disjoint from J, i.e. 1J = 
{xIxEM,MxnJ=ld}. N ow, (J) u (3) = M holds for a given J iff the unit e E J4 
belongs to J or to lJ, i.e. iff J = M or 1J = M, and hence iff J = 0 or 15 = 0. Thus, de 
Morgan means that 1J = 0 for any non-empty left ideal, i.e. J n J’ f 0 for any 
non-empty left ideals J and J’. For finite h4, this obviously holds iff M has only one 
minimal left ideal, and thus K is injecriue in MBan iflMEns is de Morgan. Note, 
however, that this does not hold for infinite M, as shown by any group G without 
right invariant mean: here, R is the 2-element Boolean algebra, and thus GEns is 
trivially de Morgan whereas K is not injective in GBan. 
Remark 5. We have not been able to give an explicit construction of ii: for any group 
without right invariant mean, not even for non-cyclic free groups which might be 
expected to lend themselves most readily to this. There are a few known features of 
C*G for such a group G but they unfortunately have not led to any concrete 
information regarding E. One point about C*G is that its closed G-subspace 
A c C*G of those functions which are uniformly continuous relative to the group 
topology given by the normal subgroups of finite index retracts to K since A is 
essentially the space of all continuous functions on the completion 6 of G in that 
topology, and 6 is profinite and hence has a Haar measure. It follows that R n A is 
the space of constant functions since no subspace of n containing the latter retracts to 
K. This puts some limitation on the size of ii; in particular, ii: cannot be all of PG. 
4. A variation from MEns 
Instead of considering sets acted upon by a single monoid as the underlying objects 
of normed spaces, we now change to the somewhat more elaborate setting which is 
also used in Blass [5]. Let % be a normal filter of subgroups of a group G, i.e. a filter in 
the subgroup lattice of G such that H E $32 implies sHs_’ E $2 for all s E G. An ‘X-set 
will then be an H-set S for some H c 9, the latter to be called the operator group Gs 
of S; in particular, S is called almost trivial iff, for each x E S, the fix group 
Fix(x) = {s 1s E Gs, XX =x} belongs to 2. For almost trivial ‘n-sets S and T, a map 
from S to T will be a map from the underlying set of S to that of T such that the 
subgroup of Gs n Gr of all s for which f(sx) = sf(x) (all x E S) belongs to 91; this 
group will be called the equivuriunce group Eqv(f) of F. E(9) will then be the 
category of all almost trivial ‘X-sets, together with these maps (labelled by their 
domain and codomain). 
We recall that E(S) is a topos (Blass [S]). Specifically, finite products and 
equalizers are formed in E(‘%) in the obvious way, and exponentiation is given by 
assigning to any S, T E E(‘32) the ‘X-set TS consisting of all maps h : S + T, acted upon 
by Gs n Gr such that (s/r)(x) = sh(s-‘x). That this action makes sense is seen by 
simple computation which shows that (sh)(srs-ix) = srs-i(&)(x) for any s E Gs n GT, 
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r E Eqv(h), and x ES, and hence s Eqv(h)s-’ E Eqv(sh), and Fix(h) = Eqv(h) for any 
h: S --* T then implies that the thus defined %-set of maps S + T is indeed almost 
trivial. Finally, the terminal object 1 of E(‘%) is the singleton (0) with trivial G-action, 
and the two-element set (0, 1) with trivial G-action is the subobject classifier 2, the 
truth-map f: l:, 2 being the same as in Ens. 
As in the case of MEns, the scalar field K in E(9) is the usual K with trivial action, 
and a vector space (over K) in E(‘%) is, up to isomorphism, just a vector space (over K) 
in some HEns, HE $32, with almost trivial underlying H-set. Of course, strictly 
speaking, the various operations of a vector space in EC%) are allowed to have 
different equivariance groups, but since there are only finitely many of these, 
restriction of the operators to their intersection produces an isomorphic vector space. 
In the same way, a normed vector space in E(S) is, up to isomorphism, a normed 
space in some HEns with almost trivial underlying H-set; by the discussion in Section 
1, this then amounts to a normed space in the usual sense with almost trivial action by 
some H E $9 such that each map x HSX (s E H) is a norm preserving (H is a group!) 
linear map. The category NormE(3) of normed spaces and linear contractions in 
EW) is then essentially the category of these spaces, with the linear contractions 
whose equivariance group belongs to $3 as its maps. For A E NormE( GA will 
again be its group of operators. 
Completeness we take to be defined as in Section 1, i.e. A E NormE will be 
called complete iff any dense embedding A + B is an isomorphism, and BanEOX) will 
be the corresponding full subcategory of NormE(9;). The existence of completions is 
obtained as follows: for any A ~NormE(‘%), let A be the completion of A in 
GANorm, i.e. its usual completion with the natural extension of the acton of GA, and 
then take the almost trivial part A CA, i.e. all those c EA such that Fix(x)E 8. 
Clearly this is a subspace of A containing A, and as normed subspace A belongs to 
NormE( Moreover, for any dense embedding h : A --*B in NormE( there exists 
an embedding g: B + A of normed spaces mapping A identically, and since the fix 
group of each g(x), x E B, belongs to 2 g actually maps into A, which shows that 
h is an isomorphism. It follows that A 2 A is a completion of A in NormE( clearly 
unique up to a unique isomorphism. 
Remark 1. As previously, it can also be shown here that our notion of completeness 
is equivalent to internally defined completeness in terms of approximations. On the 
other hand, though, the corresponding concept based on sequences appears to be 
strictly weaker. 
Remark 2. Unlike the situation for AfEns, the underlying normed space of a Banach 
space in E(S) need not be a Banach space, as the following example shows: For the 
underlying group G of any infinite profinite group, i.e. a compact Hausdorff group in 
which the open normal subgroups form a neighbourhood basis for the unit and which 
is not discrete, let FR be the filter of all subgroups of G open in the given group 
topology on G. Then, the subspace A E C*(G) of all functions constant on the cosets 
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modulo some normal H E % is the almost trivial part of C*(G) and hence belongs to 
BanE(9). On the other hand, if Hi 1 Hz 1. - - is any strictly decreasing infinite 
sequence in 3 (the topology is not discrete!) and uL E A the characteristic function of 
Hkforeachk=1,2,..., then u = c (I/2k)uk belongs to the closure of A in C*(G) 
but takes on the infinitely many different values 
1 1 
-+* * *+7;, 
2 2 
n=l,2,..., 
and hence is outside A, the latter since all G/H, HE 92, are finite. Thus, the 
underlying normed space of A is not complete. 
Remark 3. The last remark shows that BanE(%) and Ban cannot be related as 
closely as MBan and Ban are by Lemma 1, but one may ask whether the underlying 
normed space functor NormE( 8) --, Norm might not have analogously good proper- 
ties. However, this is not the case in general. For instance, one can show: If this 
functor has a right adjoint then it is a category equivalence, and this, in turn, implies 
that the trivial subgroup of G belongs to 5% so that E(‘X) = Ens. Similarly, if this 
functor has a left adjoint, then % has a smallest member which, again, implies 
E(a) = Ens. 
The remainder of this section will be concerned with injectivity. Because of what 
has just been noted, the approach here cannot parallel that of Section 2; instead, we 
shall apply some of the results obtained there, in particular the fact that, for any 
group H and any injective Banach space E, C*(H, E) is injective in HBan. 
As a tool for finding injectives in BanE(%), we require the following 
Lemma 2. For any subgroup H of a group G, the functor GBan-, HBan given by 
restricting the groups of operators preserves injectives. 
Proof. For any injective A E GBan, the adjunction map A + C*(G, UA) has a left 
inverse and the underlying Banach space UA is injective, and the latter makes 
C*(H, UA) injective in HBan. Further, in HBan one has the isomorphism 
C*(G, UA) = n C*(rH, UA) corresponding to the decomposition G = U rH of G 
into its left cosets modulo H, given by restricting the u E C*(G, UA) to the different 
cosets rH, and since each rH is isomorphic to H as a right H-set one has 
C*(G, UA) = C*(H, UAfGzH’. Thus, C*(G, UA) is injective in HBan and hence A 
is, being also a retract of C*(G, UA) in HBan. 
Corollary 1. For any HE 92, if B is the almost trivial part of an injective C E HBan 
rhen B is injecfive in BanE(%). 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
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h 
A-D 
where h is an embedding and f any map in BanE($X), and i the natural embedding. 
Then, for any F E 92 contained in all operator and equivariance groups concerned, C 
is injective in FBan by the lemma, and hence one has g in FBan such that gh = if; 
moreover, g must factor as indicated since each g(x), x E D, belongs to the almost 
trivia1 part of C. 
As a special case of this, we note 
Corollary 2. For any H E 9, and any injective Banach space E, the almost trivial part 
C& (H, E) ofC*(H, E) is injective in BanE(!J?). 
It follows from this that any A E BanE(\n) can be embedded into an injective 
B E BanE(92): just take the embedding A + C$ (GA, E) resulting from the adjunc- 
tion map A + C*(GA, UA) and embedding UA into an injective E in Ban, where the 
former indeed maps into the almost trivial part since Fix(d) = Fix(a). Hence: 
Proposition 7. BanE(‘%) has enough injectives. 
Remark 1. If $2 has a basis of normal subgroups and no smallest member, the Axiom 
of Choice does not hold in E(n): The G-set Cr of all left cosets sH, s E G and H E $32 
normal, with G-action by left multiplication belongs to EW), and so do the set L’ of 
its orbits (with trivia1 G-action) and the natural map V: CF + C assigning to each sH its 
orbit {tH 1 t E G}. Now, v does not have a right inverse in E(S), for if f: C + fS were 
such a map then, for each s E Eqv(f) and each normal HE 8, sf(v(H)) =f(v(H)), 
and since f(v(H)) belongs to the orbit of H in Q its fix group is H so that s E H. This 
says Eqv(f) is contained in all normal HE 8, hence by hypothesis in all members of 
9, contradicting the other hypothesis that 8 has no smallest member. An obvious 
example of such an % is given by the subgroups of finite index of an infinite group. It 
follows that, for these E(S), one has enough injective Badach spaces in E(m) but the 
Axion of Choice fails, which is analogous to the corresponding result of Blass [5] 
concerning the abelian groups in E(9). 
Remark 2. It was seen earlier that completeness in NormE does not imply 
completeness of the underlying normed space. The same space A considered there 
shows that injectivity in BanE(%) fails to imply completeness, and hence injectivity, 
of the underlying normed space: in the present notation, the above A is C$ (G) and 
hence injective. 
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5. Aspects of the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
We now turn to a closer look at the Hahn-Banach Theorem in EW) for those 
filters ,32 which have a basis consisting of normal subgroups of G. In the following, a 
right G-set X is said to have an F-invariant mean for some subgroup F of G if the 
embedding K-, C*(X) to the constant functions has a left inverse in Fran. Note also 
that the set of right cosets modulo any normal subgroup H of G is a right G-set G/H 
such that the quotient map Y: G + G/H is a right G-set map, inducing an embedding 
C*(G/H) + C*(G) in GBan whose image consists exactly of the bounded functions 
on G constant on the right (= left, by normality) cosets modulo H. In particular, for 
the 9 under consideration, one then has jointly onto embeddings C*(G/H)-, 
Cf (G) (HE 2, normal). 
Proposition 8. If Yl has a basis of normal subgroups then K is injective in BanE(%) iff 
there exists an FE 3 such that each right G-set G/H, HE $37 normal, has an 
F-invariant mean. 
Proof. (+) If K is injective in BanE(%), then the map K+C$ (G) embedding K to 
the constant functions has a left inverse p: C$ (G) --, K in BanEOn), and for any 
normal H E $R the composite of p with the embedding C*(G/H)-t C$ (G) is then a 
left inverse in JBan (F = Eqv(b)) of the embedding K-, C*(G/H), i.e. G/H has an 
F-invariant mean. 
(e) By the proof of Proposition 3, any F-invariant mean for any right G-set has 
non-negative value for all non-negative real-valued functions, and hence the hypo- 
thesis implies, for each normal HE 32, that 
(*) t~f?i~i(ui(x)-siui(x))~O 
for any real-valued ui constant on the cosets module H and any Si E F. Furthermore, 
since any function in C$ (G) is constant on the cosets modulo some such H by 
hypothesis on’ ‘37, (*) holds for any ui E C$ (G) and s, E F. It follows, by the same 
argument as in the proof of Proposition 3, that 1 s Ill- wI[ for all w in the closed 
subspace B of C*, (G)generated by the sums occurring in (*), and thus the map given 
by 1 + x H 1 is a linear contraction Kl+ B --* K. Extending this to a linear contraction 
C& (G) + K by the Hahn-Banach Theorem then provides a left inverse in BanE(%), 
with equivariance group F, of the embedding K -+ C$ (G); since C$ (G) is injective 
by the second corollary of Lemma 2 this shows K is injective. 
If each G/H, HE 3 normal, has a right invariant mean, then K+ C*(G/H) has a 
left inverse in (G/B)Ban, and since the right action of G on G/H is essentially the 
right action of G/H this also belongs to GBan. Hence: 
Corollary. If 3 has a basis of normal subgroups Hsuch that G/ Hhas a right invariant 
mean, then K is injective in BanEOx). 
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We note the following special cases of this: 
(i) Some HE % has a right invariant mean, and 
(ii) 9? is generated by normal subgroups of finite index. 
Remark 1. An alternative condition characterizing the injectivity of K in BanE(%), 
under the same hypothesis on 52, is that there exist an FE $2 such that all F/H, HE ‘n 
normal and H E F, have a right invariant mean. Given the condition in Proposition 8, 
it is clear that any F-invariant mean of the right G-set G/H, for these H, induces a 
right invariant mean for F/H. Conversely, if one has the latter then the corollary 
shows that K is injective in BatfE(N) since G can be replaced by any FE 3. 
Remark 2. If G is a non-cyclic free group and 9 consists of all its subgroups of finite 
index, then ‘9 is generated by normal subgroups and K is injective in BanEOX) but 
fails to be injective in HBan for any HE 9. 
Independent from Proposition 8, there is a completely different argument for the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem in E(S) based on the following Ultrafilter Theorem. 
(LIFT) Any proper filter in any power set algebra in E(S) is contained in some 
ultrafilter. 
Here, the power set algebra QS of SE E(S) is the Boolean algebra in E(r7?) given 
by the subobjects XcS, with action induced by Gs, i.e. the “shuffle” action 
x HSX = {sx Ix E X}, and the Boolean operations n, u, and complementation in 
the ordinary set sense, all whose equivariance groups are equal to Gs. Note that, as a 
Boolean algebra in E(n), this is in fact isomorphic to as, the usual power set algebra 
in the topos EW). The filters g in ‘$S are the subobjects of QS which satisfy the 
familiar conditions for filters, and the filter lattice &S on S consists of the filters 5 in 
‘$S, with Gs as group of operators, induced by its action on S, and with the usual meet 
and join of filters on sets and inclusion partial order. A proper filter 3~ @S is one 
satisfying the condition ~(OE 8) internally, and an ultrafilter 11 E @.S is a proper filter 
for which the condition 
(VZ E @A)(((l(B E iJ, A (3 z U)) + (B = U)) 
holds internally. Finally, (UFT) is to be understood in analogous fashion. It should be 
noted, however, that, apart from the requirement that all entities to be considered 
must be subobjects of the right kind, the external and the internal interpretation of 
(UFT) coincide for each filter lattice OS, SE E(‘Y?), due to the special nature of the 
topos E(‘n). 
Our result is now the following 
Proposition 9. For any E @I), (UFI) implies that K is injective in BanE(!J?). 
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Proof. Given 4: A + K and B 2 A in BanE(2) we assume that GA = GB = Eqv(4) = 
G, and begin with the following observation: Any finitely generated extension C of 
A in B, say C=A+Kc,+. * * + KG, belongs to E(g) since C is stable under the 
action of Fix(ct) n. * * n Fix(c,); moreover, any linear contraction 4: C + K extend- 
ing 4 belongs to E(‘2) because its equivariance group contains Fix(ci) n - . . n 
Fix(c,), as is easily checked. Consider, then, the set E of all extensions of 4 in 
NormE(!J?) to some C, A c C E B. Clearly, if $: C --* K belongs to E then, for any 
s E G, s+:sC+ K (given by s+(x) = $(s-‘x)) is a linear contraction such that A E SC 
and s+(x) = 4(s_ix) = 4(x) = Qs(x) for all x E A as well as Eqv(s+) = s Eqv(c(l)s-‘, so 
that s$ E E. Moreover, for any s E Eqv(4)sG = $, and in all this shows that E belongs 
to EW) with G as its group of operators. Next, for any finite subset S c B, let Es be 
the set of all those IJ E E whose domain contains S. Note that Es # 0 for any S by the 
opening remark and the usual proof that c5 extends to any finitely generated 
extension of A in B. Also, the invariance group of S is contained in that of Es so that 
ES is a subobject of E. Moreover, for any t E G, tEs = Ets and Es n ET = Es v ET; 
hence {Es 1 S c B finite} is a proper filter basis in the power set algebra !@E. 
Let ll now be an ultrafilter in ‘QE containing all Es, with invariance group H, and 
take II, as its restriction to Et,) for any x E B. Next, let 2: E(,) + K be the map given by 
evaluation at x, i.e. x^(+) =$(x), which makes sense since all $ E Et,, are defined at x; 
note that x^ belongs to E(‘%) because x*&5/) = cll(s-‘x) and therefore Fix(x) E Eqv(x^j. 
Further, the image filter basis x*(&J is an ultrafilter basis on K, as ultrafilters in Z’E 
and %K are characterized by the usual conditions apart from being E(‘%)-subobjects. 
Also, since [$(x)1 i [Ix]] for all II, E E ix), this ultrafilter basis lies in the closed disc (resp. 
interval) at zero with radius ]]xll, and by compactness we can therefore define 
J(x) = lim x*(U,). Now, for any s E H, one has sll= 11 and sE{,, = Et,,, so that 
SD E II,, for all D E ll,, and therefore sll, = ll,,; moreover, sx (SD) = .2(D) for any 
D E Et,, since sx(s$) = xQ(sx) = CL(x) for all JI E Et,,, and hence sx(Y,) = .?@I,). It 
follows that &sx) = 6(x) for all x E B and all s E H so that 6 is a contraction with 
equivariance group containing H. Further, its linearity is easiily obtained by restric- 
ting the ultrafilter ll to the set Etax+pyl n E{,, n E{,,) for any x, y E B and LY, /3 E K: for 
any D E E belonging to this restriction, one has 
which shows that 2(U,), for z = LYX i-py, converges to (Y&(X) +p&(y). Finally, d 
extends 4 since Et,} = E and x^($) = d(x) for all $ E E whenever x E A. 
Remark. The above proof is derived from Luxemburg [ 141 but without the detour 
through non-standard analysis which is taken there. For related considerations, see 
also Luxemburg [IS]. 
We conclude this discussion of the Hahn-Banach Theorem with a result which will 
throw some interesting light on Proposition 9. 
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Proposition 10. If G is an infinite profinite group and 91 the filter of its open subgroups 
rhen (UFI’) fails in E(‘%). 
Proof. As before, we again consider the G-set 6 of all cosets sH, s E G and HE 9, 
with G-action by left multiplication. In its power set algebra $3Bo, let 0 be any filter, 
with invariance group K E $3, containing the filter basis of all EH = {sH’I s E G, 
H’c H in ‘n}, and such that 0& 0. Then, consider the subset A = flux (S E 0) of G. 
Note that, for any 3 c ci with invariance group HE%‘, the union LJ.X E G has 
invariance group containing H and is therefore a union of cosets modulo H; thus US 
is closed for each X E 0, and since Ok 0 it follows by compactness that A f 0. Also, 
since all EH, HE 9, belong to 0, A = fJJ(X n QH) 9 E 0) for each HE ~2. 
Now, take any a E A. Because 3 E 0 implies S-‘XE 0 for each s E K, one has 
a E Us-‘X and hence sa E lJ.X for all 3 E 0; this shows that Ku r A. Next, take 
L c K in 9 and let ‘2I = {rH 1 rH E 6, rH E La}. Clearly, the invariance group of ‘11 
contains L and hence 2l is a subobject of 0. Moreover, .t’n VI # 0 for any 3 E 0 since 
a E lJ(X n Cs,), therefore some aH, H c L in n, belongs to X, and thus aH E X n 3. 
It follows that the restriction of 0 to ‘?I, i.e. the set of the intersections X n !!I for 
3 E 0, generates a proper filter P, and since U’21= La one has nu$ (;3 E p) E La. 
Because La c A, the latter then proves that Y’ 10, and hence there is no ultrafilter in 
83Q containing the filter basis (6~1 H E %}. 
Note that, for the $32 in Proposition 10, K is injective in BanE(%), this being one of 
the special cases mentioned after the corollary of Proposition 8. Hence we have, in 
view of Proposition 9: 
Corollary. For topoi of the type E(‘%‘), the Hahn-Banach Theorem is strictly weaker 
than the Ultrajilter Theorem. 
Remark 1. This corresponds to the result of Pincus [19] that the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem is independent of the Boolean Prime Ideal Theorem for Zermelo-Fraenkel 
set theory with atoms (ZFA). The main difference between [19] and the present 
proof is that we directly exhibit a failure of (UFT) whereas [19] uses the fact that 
Fraenkel’s original model of ZFA does not satisfy the Axiom of Choice for pairs 
which, in turn, is a consequence of the Prime Ideal Theorem. Also, our proof of the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem, provided by Proposition 8, seems to be simpler than that of 
[19] for Fraenkel’s model of ZFA, but in the final analysis they can probably be 
shown to work for fairly similar reasons. In general, the nature of the arguments used 
here leads to the hope, as yet not explored further, that they remain valid for topoi 
obtained like the E(S) but from other base topoi. It might be added that the 
counterpart, for ordinary Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, of the indepence result 
under consideration is established in Pincus [20] using a model obtained by means of 
Cohen’s notion of generic set. 
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Remark 2. The filter \n of open subgroups of an infinite profinite group G may also 
be a good candidate for constructing examples of Banach spaces in E(9) which, 
although they have embeddings into injective such spaces by Proposition 7, fail to 
have an injective hull. 
6. A topological analogue 
We now briefly consider the case of a topological monoid M. An action of M by 
linear contractions on a Banach space B is called (Lau [ 131) 
(C) continuous iff, for each x E B, the map s HSX from M into B is continuous, and 
(AP) almosr periodic iff, for each x E B, the orbit h4x = {SX )s E M} has compact 
closure in M. 
Note that (AP) means that, for each E > 0 and x E B, there exists sl. . . . , s,, in M 
such that for any s E M there is some i for which ]]sx -six]] =S E. It readily follows from 
this that, for any M-action on a Banach space C by linear contractions, the x E C 
whose orbits Mx have compact closure in C form a closed M-stable subspace of C 
satisfying (AP); we shall call this the almost periodic part of C. 
In the following, MBan will be the category of all Banach spaces with continuous 
and almost periodic action of A4 by linear contractions and the linear M-set 
contractions between them. This may be viewed as the natural counterpart of the 
previously considered hfBan for a topological monoid. The significance of this 
particular choice for iI4Ban lies in the fact that, as in the earlier case, the underlying 
Banach space functor U : MBan-, Ban has a right adjoint which preserves embed- 
dings. 
Explicitly, for any Banach space B, let AP(M, B) be the almost periodic part of the 
Banach space C*(M, B) of all continuous bounded B-valued functions on M with 
supremum norm and the usual M-action (su)(x) = U(XS). Then, AP(J4, B) satisfies 
(AP) by definition, and (C) follows from the fact that the maps s ~SU are continuous 
with respect to the topology of simple convergence, and that the latter coincides on 
the closure of the orbit Mu of u in C*(M, B) with the norm topology by compactness. 
Moreover, it is obvious that AP(M, B) depends functorially on B and that any 
embedding h: B --, C in Ban determines an embedding AP(M, B)-* AP(M, C), 
uohu. 
The adjointness of the functors U and AP(M, -) is easily checked by the same 
arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1, the only new feature here being that, for any 
h: UA + B in Ban, it has to be shown that h’, defined on A so that A(s)(a) = h(sa), is 
indeed a map into AP(M, B). That i(a) is continuous on M follows from (C) and 
Il~(a>ll s a II II * b IS o vious; that the map s-s&(a) = i(sa) are continuous follows from 
(C) and the continuity of fi; finally, the orbit b&(a) has compact closure because 
M/f(a) = i(Ma), and by (AP) and the continuity of h: Hence we have 
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Proposition 11. The functor AP(M, -) is right adjoint to the underlying Banach space 
functor U: MBan + Ban. 
As in the proof of Proposition 2, it now follows that AP(M, -) preserves injectives, 
and we therefore have 
Corollary 1. K is injectiue in MBan iff the embedding K + AP(A4, K) to the constant 
functions has a left inverse. 
This is the essential part of Proposition 1 in Lau [13]. 
Furthermore, since AP(M, -) preserves embeddings and the front adjunction 
A +AP(M, UA) is an embedding, MBan has enough injectives, and since any 
quotient of any B E MBan modulo any M-stable closed subspace again belongs to 
MBan the argument in the proof of Proposition 5 applies. Hence: 
Corollary 2. Any A E MBan has an injective hull. 
We conclude with an observation concerning one aspect in which the present 
setting differs from the earlier one. For this, we first note that, for any topological 
monoid &f, the functor U has a left adjoint by the Adjoint Functor Theorem (Mac 
Lane [16, p. 1171): MBan has the obvious products and equalizers, preserved by U, 
and U clearly satisfies the Solution Set Condition. However, unlike the left adjoint of 
the underlying Banach space functor in Section 2, the present one need not preserve 
embeddings ince U need not preserve injectivity, as is shown by the following 
Example. On a compact group G, any continuous function 11 is uniformly continu- 
ous, and hence for any E > 0 there exists a neighbourhood V of the unit of G such 
that lu(xs)-u(xt)l SE for all x,s, tEG with s-‘tE V. This shows Ilsu-tujlce 
whenever t E sV, and hence the map s~su from G into C*(G) is continuous. 
Consequently, the orbit Gu of any u E C*(G) is compact, as continuous image of the 
compact G, and in all this shows that AP(G, K) is just C*(G). Thus, C*(G) is 
injective in GBan by the existence of Haar measure for compact groups and the first 
corollary of Proposition 11, but it need not be injective in Ban; in fact, the latter will 
be the case iff G is extremally disconnected (Cohen [8]) and hence, say, any 
non-trivial compact connected G provides an example of the desired kind. 
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